The hydrostatic-pressure shifts of the Z1,2 and Z3 exciton peaks were measured in thin films of cubic CuCl, CuBr, and CuI at 90 K. That of the E1 peak in CuI also was measured. The deformation potentials of all Z excitons and of the E1exciton in CuI, about -1 eV, are more than twice those of the Z excitons in CuCl and CuBr. This suggests the two valence bands in CuI may be considerably more mixed than in CuCl and CuBr. 
I. INTRODUCTION The cuprous halides, CuCl, CuBr, and CuI, are insulators whose band structures have been considered tobe related to those of the group-IV, -III-V, and -II-VI cubic semiconductors, when account is taken of the increased tonicity. ' ~T hey are cubic (zinc-blende structure) below about 640 K.
s '
Cardona measured the absorption spectra of these compounds and found two sharp peaks at low energy and a stronger peak at higher energy. Up to that time, it was believed that the valence band was largely composed of halogen-p-like functions. The splitting of the two lowest-energy peaks was interpreted as a spin-orbit splitting, since it increased from chloride to bromide to iodide, but because it was smaller than the spin-orbit splitting of the halogen, an appreciable Cu-3d component was believed to be present in the valence band. The positions of the band edges could not be reconciled with predictions from the gaps in III-V and II-VI compounds.
Song ' calculated energy bands for CuCl. He found that there were two valence bands, with a gap of about 2 eV between them ( Fig. 1) . At the center of the zone, the uppermost band is derived primarily from Cu'-3d levels (-30% of the charge density for the I'"state) while the lower is predominantly from Cl -3p levels (-SO'/o (Fig. 1 ).
The lower valence band gives a series of absorption structures, beginning with a peak called E& and extending into the vacuum ultraviolet.~The E, peak originates at the lower I'" level and corresponds to the lowest-energy direct exciton at I' in the group-IV, -III-V, and -II-VI semiconductors.
The E, peak is stronger than the Z, 2 and Z3 peaks, and is "allowed, " while the Z& 3 and Z3 peaks correspond roughly to dipole-forbidden atomic transitions, that are allowed at k =0 by the admixture of Cl 3p wave functions. CuBr presumably has a similar set of valence bands, and so might CuI, but in both of these, the Z,l ine is at lower energy than the Zs line, indicating a reversal of sign of the spin-orbit parameter. 
